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Housed in the vibrant Television Centre and 

just a stone’s-throw from the BBC building, 

this Bluebird serves up tasty and modern 

British cuisine with flavour being the prime 

focus. With a cosy and heated outdoor terrace, 

it is just the perfect spot for a lunch after 

shopping or for a warm (or chilled!) cocktail 

after work.

Taking the stylish and familiar charm of the 

café at the original Bluebird – a Chelsea 

landmark on the Kings Road for 20 years – 

the new sister will bring a chic and versatile 

layout, making it the ideal option for 

gatherings with the family or impressing 

clients and colleagues, whether for a meal or 

for drinks and packed-with-flavour snacks.

BLUEBIRD COMES TO 
WHITE CITY
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Exclusive Hire

Opening out onto the piazza, surrounded by 

the BBC, Bluebird White City is an ideal venue 

for informal exclusive hires offering an up and 

coming prime London location with expertise 

like no other in making a great party!

The lovely outdoor terrace is a perfect location 

for arrival drinks and both the Chef and the 

Events Manager are at hand to make your 

culinary dreams come true, for an event 

to remember.

Capacities

100 guests
Seated lunch or dinner

200 guests
Standing reception

EXCLUSIVE EVENTS
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Restaurant & Bar Groups

A beautifully designed and cosy open space, 

the café boasts colourful and whimsical design 

that takes you back to the original Bluebird 

in Chelsea.

Seating and versatile layout makes it the 

perfect spot for meals with the family or 

impressing clients and colleagues, whether 

for a meal or for drinks and packed-with-

flavour snacks.

Capacities

CAFÉ

40 guests
Seated lunch or dinner

BAR

30 guests
Standing reception

TERRACE

30 guests
Standing reception

GROUP ENTERTAINING
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